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Never run out of blog post ideas again!A blogger’s job is never done. To be successful, you

need to churn out compelling, useful, and unique posts week after week.But just when a

deadline is staring you in the face, it hits: writer’s block. It threatens to take away your blogging

momentum—and your blog traffic and income along with it.What can you do when you’ve run

out of things to say?Kickstart your writing by turning to the blog post ideas in this book,

compiled by three blogging aces who’ve published hundreds of posts between them on

websites such as The Huffington Post, Copyblogger, WIRED, and Inc.The 21 ideas in this book

are seeds for blog posts that will grab attention, drive engagement, and make you an

unstoppable blogger.

"A powerful tale of sacrifice and redemption."--School Library Journal (starred

review)"Remarkable and original."--The Horn BookAbout the AuthorDIANE DUANE is the

author of more then twenty science fiction and fantasynovels, including four other books in the

Young Wizards series. Four of herStar Trek novels have been New York Times bestsellers. Ms.

Duane lives inrural Ireland.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.Summer Night's SongThere were no streetlights there, and the

stars she loved were bright. After a while she stood up in the shoulder-high water, watching the

sky. Back up on the beach, Ponch was barking, excited and noisy. He can't have found Kit that

fast, Nita thought. Probably something distracted him. A crab, maybe. A dead fish. A

shark . . .Something pushed her in the back, hard. Nita gasped and whipped around in the

water, thinking, This is it, there are too sharks here and I'm dead! The sight of the slick-skinned

shape in the water stopped her breath-until she realized what she was looking at. A slender

body, ten feet long; a blowhole and an amused eye that looked at her sidelong; and a long

bleak face that wore a permanent smile. She reached out a hesitant hand, and under her touch

the dolphin turned lazily, rolling sideways, brushing her with skin like warm, moonlit satin.She

was immensely relieved. "Dai'stiho," she said, greeting the swimmer in the Tongue that wizards

use, the language that she'd learned from her manual and that all creatures understand. She

expected no more answer than a fizz or squeak as the dolphin returned the greeting and went

about its business.But the dolphin rolled back toward her and looked at her in what seemed to

be shock. "A wizard! " it said in an urgent whistle. Nita had no time to answer; the dolphin dived

and its tail slapped the surface, spraying her. By the time Nita rubbed the salt sting out of her

eyes, there was nothing near her but the usual roaring breakers.Copyright © 1985 by Diane

DuaneAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any

form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or any

information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.

Requests for permission to make copies of any part of the work should be mailed to the

following address:Permissions Department, Harcourt, Inc.,6277 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando,

Florida 32887--This text refers to the paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklyThis ecology-

themed fantasy adventure concerns a girl who, understanding the language of animals, is

summoned by a dolphin to save the ocean's creatures. Ages 10-14.Copyright 1992 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Blog Post Ideas:21 Proven Ways to Create Compelling Content and Kiss Writer's Block

GoodbyeDanny InyJim HopkinsonAlexis RodrigoCopyright © 2016 Danny Iny, Jim Hopkinson,

and Alexis Rodrigo.All Rights Reserved.The content and ideas in this book belong to the

authors. You’re welcome to learn from it and apply it, but you can’t share it, distribute it, or

resell it without express written permission.Limits of Liability, No Warranty, Earnings Disclaimer,

and Your Success (Or Lack Thereof).Readers should do their own due diligence and think

carefully through their business strategy. The authors cannot guarantee specific outcomes and

ultimately the reader is responsible for all results.QuestionsSend your questions to

support@mirasee.com.Dedicated to the bloggers who keep pounding their keyboards and

hitting publish, even when it feels like nobody’s paying attention.Blog Post Ideas ExtrasFree

PDF Cheat Sheet + Blogging Expert Interviews + Online Video Companion CourseGet a one-

page summary of the 21 blog post ideas, access to interviews of blogging experts, and a

discounted price to the companion course!Free PDF Cheat SheetAlways have 21 blog post

ideas within easy reach with this colorful cheat sheet.Blogging Expert InterviewsSuccessful

bloggers reveal how they bust through writer’s block.Online Video Companion Course – 50%

off couponEnrich your discovery of the blog post ideas in this book. The video-based

companion course is a different experience.- 60+ minutes of video instructions- Entertaining

and educational- Video walk-throughs of sample posts- Bonus interviews of bloggers who’ve

become published authorsGet your free cheat sheet, bonus interviews, and course

coupon:Website Links and Further Reading Available OnlineSince this is a book about blog

posts, it refers to many blog posts.To make your reading experience smoother, all links to

websites and blog posts mentioned in the book are organized by chapter, in order of

appearance, on this page:Happy reading!Table of ContentsBlog Post Ideas ExtrasWebsite

Links and Further Reading Available OnlineINTRODUCTION: WelcomeHow to Use This

BookCapture the MagicChoose the Best Tool for the TaskCHAPTER ONE: Cultivate a Prolific

MindBlog Post Idea 1: Get Creative through Organization *Blog Post Idea 2: Set Your Mind

Free **Blog Post Idea 3: Change the Scenery **Blog Post Idea 4: Leave the Country

*CHAPTER TWO: Build on Other People’s ContentBlog Post Idea 5: Ask the Audience **Blog

Post Idea 6: Use Your Friends **Blog Post Idea 7: Let Others Talk *Blog Post Idea 8: Welcome

Guests *Blog Post Idea 9: Become a Curator **CHAPTER THREE: Launch from the MediaBlog

Post Idea 10: Mine the Mass Media **Blog Post Idea 11: Make a Media Mashup **Blog Post

Idea 12: Please the Crowds ***Blog Post Idea 13: Disrupt with Media *CHAPTER FOUR: Find

the Good, the Bad, and the UglyBlog Post Idea 14: Highlight the Good ***Blog Post Idea 15:

Feature the Bad and the Ugly ***Blog Post Idea 16: Make Predictions **Blog Post Idea 17: Be

A Critic ***Blog Post Idea 18: Show Them How ***CHAPTER FIVE: Dig Into Life

ExperiencesBlog Post Idea 19: Share Your Success ***Blog Post Idea 20: Turn Failures Into

Posts ***Blog Post Idea 21: Tell Your Story ***CONCLUSION: Your Next StepsBlog Post Ideas

ExtrasAbout Danny InyAbout Jim HopkinsonAbout Alexis

RodrigoAcknowledgmentsINTRODUCTIONWelcome“I'm sitting in my office trying to squeeze a

story from my head. It is that kind of morning when you feel like melting the typewriter into a

bar of steel and clubbing yourself to death with it” - Richard MathesonIt’s every blogger’s

nightmare.You fire up your word processor to write your next great blog post… and your mind

is a blank.You search the deepest corners of your brain… but the well of inspiration has dried

up.Your blogging deadline is looming… but your writing chops have disappeared.Have you run

out of things to say?Is it time to quit your blog?Relax, it’s just writer’s block. Every blogger goes



through it. Just look at the thousands of blogs that are abandoned or neglected, without any

fresh posts for six months straight or more.But since you’re reading this book, we know you’ll

get through this. Your mind will fire up again. The well will fill again. And you will write good,

even great, posts again.We wrote this book for our fellow bloggers, content creators who know

that your blog’s success depends on your ability to churn out good posts… and to do it again

and again.Blogging is relentless. Not only do you need to continually deliver creative content

your readers will love, but you also have to deliver great content week after week, month after

month. You have to be both compelling and consistent. No excuses.If you let writer’s block,

exhaustion, or creative ennui get to you, then your blog will fail. Your traffic will plummet. Your

subscribers will forget you.We’ve been there and we know how hard it is.Who’s “we”?This book

is based on the work of Mirasee’s CEO, Danny Iny, the best-selling author of Engagement from

Scratch!, The Audience Revolution, and Teach and Grow Rich. He started gaining prominence

when he wrote 84 guest posts in 10 months. This feat also earned him the nickname, “Freddy

Krueger of blogging,” because he seemed to be everywhere all at once.Mirasee’s content

crafter, Alexis “Lexi” Rodrigo, also contributed to the book. Her work has appeared on

Freelance Folder, Vero, Business2Community, AWAI’s B2B Writing Success, and Copyblogger,

among others. For two years, she singlehandedly produced regular content for a software

company’s blog, YouTube channel, newsletter, and social media accounts.Jim Hopkinson,

Mirasee’s Course Director, also co-authors this book. He has written more than 250 posts for

his blog and 75 posts for Salary.com, and has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, ESPN,

WIRED.com, The Huffington Post, Men’s Health, Success Magazine, and many other sites.Our

company, Mirasee, works with small businesses and entrepreneurs like you who have a

product, a service, or a message to share, and a genuine desire to help others with their

unique voice. We provide in-depth training to help entrepreneurs build and scale profitable

audience-based businesses.We—Danny, Lexi, and Jim—have banded together to help you

become an unstoppable blogger.How to Use This BookIf you’re reading this book before you

actually need it, then you can read it straight through, from beginning to end. When you come

across an idea you like, stop reading and go ahead and try it. This way, you’ll find out which

strategies work best for you even before writer’s block pays you a visit.But if you’re reading this

book in a moment of desperation, then read it like a cookbook. Skim through the “recipes” or

ideas—there are 21 in all—and choose the one you can whip up most easily with the

ingredients you have on hand.We’ve included a speed rating to give you an idea of how quickly

you can carry out each idea:* One star means the idea takes a lot of planning, preparation,

and/or time to implement.** Two stars means the idea is easier, but still requires some time.***

Three stars means the idea is super fast and will let you produce a new blog post in

minutes.We’ll point you to plenty of real-life blog posts, so you can see each idea in action. You

can also find them all listed on this page:You’ll also meet two fictitious bloggers throughout this

book: Fiona Food Blogger and Tommy Tech Blogger. They’ll show you how the ideas can be

implemented in diverse niches.Finally, we end each idea with a Recipe for Success: the critical

steps you must go through to carry out the tip.To round out your experience of the book, we’ve

created some Blog Post Ideas Extras for you.There’s a free PDF Cheat Sheet, which is a

colorful summary of the 21 blog post ideas in the book. You’ll want to print it out and hang it in

your workplace for easy reference.There are video interviews of successful bloggers, who

share their own strategies to overcome writer’s block.And there’s an online video companion

course with over 60 minutes of entertaining instruction and walk-throughs of sample posts.Get

your access to these Blog Post Ideas Extras here:“If you want to be a writer,” Stephen King

says, “you must do two things above all else: read a lot and write a lot.” Reading this book is



only half the work. To kiss writer’s block goodbye and become the successful blogger you

aspire to be, you need to actually execute the tips we share, and write.Go now, read. And then

write!Capture the Magic"Creativity is all around us, and some of the funniest, most beautiful,

and touching moments happen when you least expect it." - Bryce Dallas HowardFor some

people, the problem isn’t coming up with ideas, it’s coming up with ideas at the exact point you

need to write.Maybe you come up with great ideas all day long—in the shower, during your

commute, on your lunch hour, during dinner with friends, right before you go to bed, in the

middle of dreaming—but when you sit down to write that blog post a few days later, you have

nothing. The idea has disappeared like the memory of a dream you’re sure you had but now

can’t remember anymore.If that’s the case, you need a way to capture those ideas for later. Set

yourself up for success by creating an environment where you can effortlessly record your

thoughts and have them handy when you need them.Our advice? Always be on the lookout for

ideas!Whether you’re out shopping, chatting with friends, at the doctor’s waiting area, or

watching TV… ideas are everywhere!Lexi, our content creator, got the idea for a 31-day series

of blog posts while bored in a driving class. That series became the main lead magnet for a

freelancing website.You don’t even have to wait for ideas to come. Turn yourself into what

James Altucher calls an “idea machine.” Sit down for a few minutes every day and force

yourself to come up with at least 10 ideas for your blog. Some ideas will be good, most will

probably be bad, but it doesn’t matter. The point is to brainstorm 10 new ideas every day. That’s

how you strengthen your brain so it’s always coming up with ideas.How do you capture your

ideas if and when they do pop up? You have many choices:Notebooks and JournalsLet’s start

with the old-school method: pen and paper.Don’t dismiss this low-tech approach. Science

shows writing by hand engages your brain’s Reticular Activating System, or the filter that

determines what you pay attention to and retain. No wonder writers like Truman Capote and

Susan Sontag preferred to write their drafts with a pen or pencil and paper.Maybe Jim’s old

fashioned, but when he’s attending a conference or sitting in a meeting, he feels it’s impersonal

to have a laptop out and be banging away on the keyboard while someone else is talking. That

open laptop feels like a barrier. His format of choice is a medium-sized notebook that he throws

in his backpack.When some people hear “notebook,” Moleskine is the first name they think of.

Moleskines come in many sizes and varieties, lined or unlined. Lexi’s favorite is the calendar

Moleskine weekly notebook, because it lets her organize her week on half of the spread and jot

down ideas on the other half.When Jim’s on the go, he downsizes to a smaller Moleskine

journal, which is about the same size as his iPhone and fits right in his jeans or coat pocket. He

even downsizes his pen, going from a Pilot G2 to a Pilot G2 mini.Another great form of paper is

the good old Post-It note. These sticky notepads are fun, because they’re small, they’re bright,

and they’re useful for capturing one specific idea at a time. You can place them near your desk

or monitor, and move the ideas around to help organize your thoughts. Look at how our team

used Post-Its to capture and organize ideas at our company retreat:If you get your best ideas

before you go to sleep, or even coming out of a dream, keep a pen and notepad next to your

bed. As legend has it, the melody for the song, “Yesterday,” came to Paul McCartney in a

dream. As soon as he woke up, he ran to the piano and immediately played the song so he

wouldn’t forget it.As much as Jim and Lexi love paper, it does have a drawback: you can’t

search in it for keywords!Which is where the Mod notebook comes in. It looks like a normal

notebook, until you get to the end and reach into its document pocket. You remove the pre-paid

envelope, place the notebook in it, mail it to them, and they scan every page for you so that

you have it digitally and can access it via the cloud. Now you can search your notes for any

word or phrase and easily find it in the digital document.Software and ElectronicsFor some of



you, writing down notes on paper is as primitive as using a typewriter.Everyone has their own

system. If you’re more comfortable on your desktop, laptop, or tablet, then set up documents

and folders to record and organize your thoughts.Better yet, store your information in the cloud

using a service such as Google Drive or Dropbox, which allows you to access your notes at

any time from any device.Some people are fanatical about Evernote, just like our co-worker

Charles Byrd, Director of Partnerships. He's an Evernote Certified Consultant and offers an

online productivity course called Zero-to-60 with Evernote. He takes it to the next level, using

Evernote to capture ideas and to record every important piece of business and personal

information to streamline his life. From email and websites to handwritten notes and receipts,

he can put his finger on anything he needs within 5 seconds.And let’s not forget that fast,

portable, note-taking machine that’s probably already in your pocket: your smartphone.Here

are six ways you can use your phone to capture ideas:1) Keep it simple and record your

thoughts on the notepad app that comes with your phone.2) Download any of the apps for

recording notes, thoughts, or to do lists.3) Send yourself an email, which you can read and

organize later.4) See something interesting that sparks an idea? Take a photo. As a bonus, you

can use the photo in your blog post later.5) Better yet, record a quick video so that you

remember what your idea was.6) In your car or walking? Record a voice memo you can play

back later.A smartphone is a blogger’s best friend.Not Exactly PaperAnd lastly, what if you get

your best ideas in the shower? Don’t let them go to waste! Aqua Notes is a product you can

get for about $8, post up on the wall of your shower, and record your brilliant ideas before the

shampoo runs into your eyes.Whether you bubble with ideas all day long, sit down to

brainstorm 10 ideas daily, or have just one good one per week, the key is to have a method to

record ideas so they’re at your fingertips when it’s time to write.Feel free to experiment with any

and all of these options, or use them in combination until you find what works for you.Choose

the Best Tool for the Task“Writer's Block: making authors miserable since the Stone Age.” - Max

HawthorneNow you’ve got ideas at your fingertips—great! You’re ready to write.But your

creativity can get stifled if you have to wrangle with technology. The key is to find the easiest

way to get your great idea and turn it into a blog post.When it comes to writing software, you

have many options:Microsoft Word
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Shantala Shenoy Nayak, “Recommended for Bloggers - provides abundance of ideas and

much needed motivation.. This one was quite an odd pick for me. I typically don't gravitate

towards such books, or even blog posts for that matter. The only reason being - I am almost

never short of ideas for posts; I am just eternally short of time. Now, if there was a book/post/

podcast on time management - that is something that I would be more likely to pick

up.Nonetheless - a friend recommended it, and I decided to give it a shot, though I was really

really skeptical. But as I made progress with it - I realized one thing - this one did not have the

most path-breaking ideas - but it had so many of them - that I found it hard to read this - and

not write, not blog.So while I did not use these exact ideas (though they were very good), I felt

extremely motivated to tackle my backlog with a vengeance.Which is why, I would definitely

recommend this to anyone who wants to blog, but is either short of ideas or time. Because if

you are short of ideas - this one has those in abundance, and if you are short of time - this one

will fill you with enough inspiration to get off your butt and start making the time.Originally

reviewed on SHANAYA TALES DOT COM.”

M. Ison, “If you have a blog or thinking about starting one, Get this book!. Very informative and

helpful if your are needing help with getting ideas with your blog, or just beginning a blog and

need some ideas to help you get going. You won't go wrong getting this book.”

Nicole, “More than just 21 ideas. Way more.. This little book is a great, simple read that packs

way more of a punch than I expected!Great for anyone thinking of blogging but overwhelmed

by the idea, as well as for seasoned bloggers.The content is extremely well organized so great

as a cover-to-cover read or as a reference guide plus there's lots of "next steps" included for

readers to get more support. 5****”

A. Anderson, “A Year's Worth of Posts at Your Fingertips. Danny Iny's newest book is

actionable from the get-go. With ideas to break through writer's block in general, and specific

ideas for generating blog posts, this book is a gem. Fast to read, and with plenty of real-world

examples, it'll serve as a go-to reference for generating successful posts. Particularly helpful is

the section on writing an editorial calendar. Using the instructions in that chapter, along with

the post-generating ideas in the rest of the book, you could outline a year's worth of posts in an

afternoon, circumventing the all too common stress of what to write about next.”

Zaheen Nanji, “Handbook for blog ideas!!. Loved the several ideas the book provided!”



Elizabeth A Saunders, “Good, practical ideas for blog posts. Good, practical ideas for blog

posts. Since my problem isn't finding ideas, but putting off writing about them, my immediate

takeaway was to create an editorial calendar. This little book will be a great go-to resource

when struggling with writer's block.”

michelle levy, “I'm so glad I bought this!. Fan-flipping-tastic! This is original and inspiring. I'm so

glad I bought it!”

G. Hoover, “Five Stars. Easy to read with interesting ideas. Always like Danny Iny's material.”

david h kinnon, “Tough, saturated market to crack. So much material is available, free as well

as paid for, that it is very difficult to stand out in this segment. This book deals with essentials

but I did not find it outstanding. Decent value for money.”

Bruce Harpham, “A helpful resource that gave me great blog ideas. Read this book in a day

and found it quite helpful. After blogging steadily for over two years, occasionally the well runs

dry. This book gives both theory and examples on how to generate more ideas. Here's an

example of something I learned from the book: write about extreme experiences (e.g. Failure

and what was learned from it, success and what was learned from it). It was also great to learn

about The authors' journey into blogging - loved the examples Jim provided of drawing blog

inspiration from international travel and other experiences.Best of all, I wrote up a list of more

than a dozen blog post ideas for my website as a result of reading this book. Some of them will

take some work to achieve - such as writing a career profile for a project manager at Google -

but nothing valuable comes easily.”

GPS, “I needed this!. A very helpful resource. It makes my time poor life easier!”

Chatwoman, “This book had some very good ideas for blog posts. This book had some very

good ideas for blog posts. I will definitely be using some of them for my own blog.”

The book by Danny Iny has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 23 people have provided feedback.
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